DESCRIPTION

The PSBW is an advanced Bluetooth Wifi wireless sensor gateway allowing customers to monitor sensor applications, save data, and receive alert notifications. The advanced IoT security format and flexibility allow our customers to meet their most challenging applications needs. The PSBW allows customers to monitor up to 8 Phoenix Sensors wireless sensors with update rates as fast as once a second. The data is stored on the Cloud and can be accessed via the Phoenix Sensors website.

APPLICATIONS

- CNC Machine Monitoring
- Industrial Automation
- HVAC Monitoring
- Compressor Monitoring
- Gas Pressure Monitoring
- Liquid Level Monitoring

Maximum Environmental Ratings

Operating Temperature .................-25°C to 70°C

Storage Temperature Range ...............-30°C to 70°C
Secure & Configurable IoT Gateway

Phoenix Sensors offers its customers advanced IoT security while giving you the flexibility to choose connectivity options to best meet your application need for both today and tomorrow in their IoT Gateway. The PSBW’s powerful processor and modular components give you a cost effective solution without sacrificing functionality.

Wireless Communications

Wireless connectivity options include WiFi (802.11a/b/g/n & Bluetooth® 4.2 (BLE+Classic).

Advanced & Powerful Processing

The Phoenix Sensors IoT Gateway is based on a dual core ARM® Cortex®-A9 processor with 4GB of eMMC Flash memory and 512MB DRAM, utilizes to compute and transfer your data securely to the cloud.

Bank-level Security

Phoenix Sensors offers “end-to-end bank-level security” by using the ARM® TrustZone®.

Secure Integrated Firmware Updates (IFU)

SecureIFU is a cloud-based platform for device monitoring and secure firmware updates at scale. It works with Phoenix Sensors IoT Gateways for a seamless, end-to-end solution for fast & flexible firmware updating. Phoenix Sensors Gateways don’t require SecureIFU, customers are welcome to use their own secure updating tools instead.

Data and Network Analytics

IoT enables large amounts of data to be stored in the cloud. Data analysis allows users to discover trends, maintenance needs, network issues, and device issues which saves time and money.

Device Analysis

Real-time and historical data can signal and potential prevent device failures. Cloud-based services can be set-up to send alarms via text, email as well as mobile app notifications when the network goes off-line or when there is an issue with other devices on the network.
**NETWORK MONITORING & DEVICE CONTROL**
Phoenix Sensors IoT gateway works in conjunction with a 3rd party cloud services. The gateway gives you connectivity to the other devices on the network and allow you to remotely monitor and control devices anytime and from anywhere in the world.

**WEB & MOBILE APPLICATION**
Simple to use web interface and mobile applications allow you to configure and access the gateway, as well as other devices on the network if you choose. The tools are easy for the user and display the data graphically for easy interpretation.

---

**Part Number Configuration**

```
PSBW- 0 - 1
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0=5 VDC Input</td>
<td>1=Custom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0=Dinrail Mount</td>
<td>1=Wall Mount</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notice:**
Phoenix Sensors LLC reserves the right to make changes to the product contained in this publication. Phoenix Sensors LLC assumes no responsibility for the use of any circuits described herein, conveys no license under any patent or other right, and makes no representation that the circuits are free of patent infringement. While the information in this publication has been checked, no responsibility, however, is assumed for inaccuracies.

Phoenix Sensors LLC does not recommend the use of any of its products in life support applications where the failure or malfunction of the product can reasonably be expected to cause failure of a life-support system or to significantly affect its safety or effectiveness. Products are not authorized for use in such applications.

Ph: (480) 462-1810  sales@PhoenixSensors.com